**Synopsis**

Pokemon X & Y are the next installments in the Pokemon franchise. Although, still based on the same principals that the first generation ran on, the new generation introduces several new features and, mostly, new creatures to catch and train. This guide will provide you with all that you need to get started on your adventure as a Pokemon trainer. Please keep in mind, that due to the amount of the monsters and the ability to customize them, the line-up’s are limitless and the choice is up to you. In this guide I will suggest what monsters to use to get through the challenging parts of the game, but the line-up should be personal, they are in fact your Pokemon. Without further ado, let the adventure begin!

The guide to Pokemon X/Y contains:
- § Game glossary
- § Walkthrough of the main story
- § Description of starter Pokemons, Pokemon types and Pokemon Amie
- § Information about legendary Pokemons and Mega Evolutions
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**Customer Reviews**

I read several guides from the author, including this - in tselov all quite informative for a small price. Good books.
During the current trend of the Pokémon this book came to me very to the article